Impaired mitochondrial energy metabolism as a novel risk factor for selective onset and progression of dementia in oldest-old subjects
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Abstract: Recent evidence shows that Alzheimer disease (AD) dementia in the oldest-old subjects was associated with significantly less amyloid plaque and fibrillary tangle neuropathology than in the young-old population. In this study, using quantitative (q) PCR studies, we validated genome-wide microarray RNA studies previously conducted by our research group. We found selective downregulation of mitochondrial energy metabolism genes in the brains of oldest-old, but not young-old, AD dementia cases, despite a significant lack of classic AD neuropathology features. We report a significant decrease of genes associated with mitochondrial pyruvate metabolism, the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA), and glycolytic pathways. Moreover, significantly higher levels of nitrotyrosylated (3-NT)-proteins and 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal (HNE) adducts, which are indexes of cellular protein oxidation and lipid peroxidation, respectively, were detected in the brains of oldest-old subjects at high risk of developing AD, possibly suggesting compensatory mechanisms. These findings support the hypothesis that although oldest-old AD subjects, characterized by significantly lower AD neuropathology than young-old AD subjects, have brain mitochondrial metabolism impairment, which we hypothesize may selectively contribute to the development of dementia. Outcomes from this study provide novel insights into the molecular mechanisms underlying clinical dementia in young-old and oldest-old AD subjects and provide novel strategies for AD prevention and treatment in oldest-old dementia cases.
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Introduction

Recent studies suggest that Alzheimer disease (AD) dementia in oldest-old (87–103 years of age) cases is associated with different features from the neuropathological features found in young-old (62–86 years of age) AD dementia cases. In particular, analyses of postmortem brain specimens has demonstrated that AD dementia in the oldest-old is correlated with significantly less amyloid plaque and fibrillary tangle neuropathology than AD dementia in the young-old.1–3 US Census Bureau data and projections show that the number of Americans over the age of 85 will rise significantly by 2015 to 6.3 million, and will triple to 18.2 million by 2060 (http://www.census.gov/population/projections/data/national/2012/summarytables.html).

Of these 18.2 million people, 8 million are predicted to develop dementia,4 with the prevalence of dementia increasing from 13% in 77–84 year olds to 48% in persons 90 years old and older. Recent evidence suggests that dementia prevalence may continue to double every 5 years, at least in women,5,6 until the age of 85–90. Similarly, the incidence of dementia is projected to increase from 10% at age 65 to 21%–47% at ages 85 and older.7 The growth of the population of oldest-old and the current rate of AD dementia incidence suggest that in addition to personal and caregiver suffering, the inflation unadjusted cost...
of care in this population will rise to over 33 billion dollars per year in the US. These observations make imperative the need to better understand the neurobiological basis of dementia in the oldest-old and to identify novel preventative therapeutics for this growing segment of the US population.

Reduced energy metabolism in the brain is strongly related to clinical dementia. The tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle is the main pathway for glucose oxidative metabolism in the brain. Oxidative decarboxylation of pyruvate, the product of glycolysis, by the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDHC), leads to the generation of acetyl-CoA, which is then oxidatively metabolized during the TCA cycle. Diminishing energy metabolism is a prominent abnormality in AD. Another consistent feature of AD is enhanced oxidative stress that results from an excess of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (eg, superoxide, singlet oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, etc). Major contributors of oxidative damage in the brain are oxidative protein modifications by nitration and lipid peroxidation. Studies reveal that oxidative modification proteins typically lead to inhibition of biological functions and/or enzymatic activities that are the result of changes in protein conformation, protein cross-linking, and/or protein degradation.

In this study, we report that oldest-old AD dementia subjects have significantly impaired mitochondrial energy metabolism, which we found to be preceded by abnormally elevated levels of nitrotyrosylated (3-NT) proteins and 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal (HNE) protein, which are indexes of oxidative stress, especially in subjects at high risk of developing AD. We hypothesize that oxidative stress may abnormally influence mitochondrial function in oldest-old subjects, which ultimately may accelerate mitochondrial impairment and cause AD dementia, even in conditions of negligible AD neuropathology.

Materials and methods

Postmortem brain tissue

Human postmortem brain samples from young-old and oldest-old dementia cases and age-matched normal neurological control cases were obtained from the Mount Sinai – James J. Peters Medical Center, Bronx Veterans Affairs Brain Bank. Tissue donors were previous participants in a longitudinal study of aging and dementia. All neuropsychological, diagnostic, and autopsy protocols were approved by the Mount Sinai Institutional Review Board.

Energy metabolism in AD

In this study, using qPCR, we validated genome-wide microarray RNA studies that were previously conducted by our research group. We surveyed and further characterized changes in the expression of gene products associated with energy metabolism, which we identified from our previously collected studies. Considering that energy metabolism progressively declines as a function of aging, we selected younger cohorts among the young-olds and older cohorts among the oldest-olds for comparative studies in order to emphasize the impact of age-related energetic metabolic deficits on AD mechanisms and to better define the differences in AD mechanisms between young-old and oldest-old subjects. A significant advantage of the current study is the relatively large number of well characterized cases and specimens available through the MSSM-VA Bronx brain bank.

In this study, young-old and oldest-old subjects were operationally segregated by age; those 86 years old or younger were classified as young-old, and those 87 years of age or older were classified as oldest-old (Figure 1A). The cases selected had either no significant neuropathological features or only neuropathological features associated with AD (Figure 1B). The neuritic plaque content (NP) with amyloid cores was quantified in accordance with the Consortium to Establish a Registry for AD (CERAD) neuropathologic battery. Multiple (approximately five) high-power fields were examined in each histologic slide from multiple regions of the brain, according to the CERAD regional sampling scheme. The density of NPs was rated on a four-point scale as follows: 0, absent; 1, sparse; 3, moderate; and 5, severe. Plaques were visualized after either Bielschowsky silver or thioflavin-S staining. Neuropathologic and biochemical studies were performed blindly in regards to the clinical and biochemical characteristics of the tissue donors.

Genome-wide microarray RNA studies

For genome-wide microarray RNA studies, case and tissue selection criteria ensured that no correlations were observed between postmortem interval (PMI) and RNA quality. Sample preparation and microarray hybridizations were performed by Gene Logic, Inc. (Gaithersburg, MD, USA) using Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA, USA) HG-U133 A and B Human genome GeneChip® sets. Data were normalized using MAS 5.0 algorithms and analyzed using the GX™ Explorer v.3.0 (Gene Logic, Inc.) tools (expression, comparative, and contrast analysis). Each microarray/sample-region (15 brain regions) was treated as an individual sample, though comparison analyses and t-score calculations were performed by brain region. The contrast pattern vectors were set up in a way to outline the increased expression levels in tested sample sets. Accordingly, larger positive scores, together...
Impaired energy metabolism in oldest-old Alzheimer disease (AD) is associated with significant (P<0.01) Pearson correlation coefficients, indicating upregulation of gene expression. On the other hand, large, negative t-score values, together with significant (P<0.01) negative Pearson correlation coefficients indicated downregulation of gene expression. Finally, t-scores close to zero suggested that the amount of variation between sample sets was comparable to or smaller than the variation within the sample sets.

Quantitative PCR
Total RNAs were extracted from postmortem superior/middle frontal gyrus (BM 9) brain samples using an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA). First-strand cDNAs were synthesized using Superscript III SuperMix for qRT-PCR (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Quantitative RT-PCR (four replicates) was performed using Maxima SYBR Green qPCR Master Mix (Fermentas, Burlington, ON, Canada) in an ABI Prism 7900HT processor. Neuron-specific enolase (NSE) was used as an internal control for normalization. Fold changes were calculated using the 2^(-ΔΔCt) method. Statistical analyses by 2-tailed Student’s t-test were conducted using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).

Enzymatic activity assay
Brain samples from AD patients and normal neurological age-matched controls were homogenized (10% w/v) in an ice cold sucrose isolation buffer (0.32 M sucrose, 0.125 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.6 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM dithiothreitol, and protease inhibitors) using a Precellys 24 homogenizer (Bertin Technologies, Montigny-le-Bretonneux, France) at 6,500 rpm for 8 seconds followed by 5 minutes intervals on ice, until completely homogenized. The homogenate was then centrifuged, assayed for proteins using the Bradford assay, and immediately used to assay enzyme activity. For the malate dehydrogenase (MDH; EC 1.1.1.37) assay, the 200 µL reaction mix contained 50 mM sodium glycine buffer (pH 10), 30 mM malate, 0.2 mM acetyl coenzyme A, 0.1 mM citrate synthase (CS, EC 4.1.3.7) assay mixture contained 5.5,5′-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB), 0.1 mM oxaloacetic acid, and 0.2% Triton X-100 with 5–50 µg of brain homogenate. The baseline reading was measured with a spectrophotometric plate reader at 600 nm for 1 minute at 37°C. The activity was expressed as nmol DCPMP reduced/minute/mg protein (ε₆₅₀=19.1 mM⁻¹cm⁻¹). The citrate synthase (CS, EC 4.1.3.7) assay mixture contained 100 mM assay buffer, 0.2 mM acetyl coenzyme A, 0.1 mM 5,5′-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB), 0.1 mM oxaloacetic acid, and 0.2% Triton X-100 with 5–50 µg of brain homogenate. The baseline reading was measured with the brain homogenate, assay buffer, acetyl coenzyme A, and DTNB for 1 minute at 30°C, and the reaction was initiated by the addition of oxaloacetic acid. An increase in absorbance at 412 nm was noted for 1 minute. Triton X-100 was added to fully permeabilize mitochondria, and the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CDR score</th>
<th>No of subjects</th>
<th>Mean (SD) age, y</th>
<th>Male/female</th>
<th>Mean (SD) PMI, h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Youngest-old group (Age range, 62–86 y)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>77.8 (8.08)</td>
<td>6/8</td>
<td>8.7 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>76.6 (8.61)</td>
<td>5/9</td>
<td>5.2 (3.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>79.0 (8.24)</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>7.1 (6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldest-old group (Age range, 87–103 y)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>92.6 (4.67)</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>6.3 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>91.0 (3.32)</td>
<td>4/13</td>
<td>5.8 (6.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>92.4 (5.46)</td>
<td>4/22</td>
<td>4.3 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ages and CDRs</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>85.8 (9.36)</td>
<td>25/69</td>
<td>6.0 (5.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Demographics and AD neuritic plaque pathology of the study cohort.
Notes: (A) Demographic characteristics of the study cohort; (B) amyloid neuritic plaque counts in the superior frontotemporal gyrus region as a function of clinical dementia in postmortem brains from young-old and oldest-old dementia cases.
Abbreviations: CDR, clinical dementia rating; PMI, postmortem interval; SD, standard deviation; AD, Alzheimer disease.
increase in absorbance was noted for 1 minute. The activity was expressed as nmol DTNB reduced/minute/mg protein ($e_{412} = 13.6$ mM$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$).

Immunological quantitation of 3-NT protein and HNE
For 3-NT assessment, brain specimens were solubilized in 0.125 M Tris, pH 8.0, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 0.6 mM MgCl$_2$ with protease inhibitors. Protein concentration was determined by BCA assay (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). Lysates were incubated with sample buffer (0.125 M Trizma base, pH 6.8, 4% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 20% glycerol) in a 1:1 ratio for 20 minutes. Protein (250 ng) was then blotted onto a nitrocellulose paper using a dot-blot apparatus (Bio-rad, Hercules, CA, USA), and probed with rabbit anti-nitrotyrosine antibody (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA, 1:1,000). Blots were then stripped and reprobed with anti-β-actin antibody as a loading control. Blots were densitometrically quantified using ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA). Statistical analyses were performed in GraphPad Prism, using a two-tailed $t$-test.

For HNE assessment, 50 mg of postmortem brain samples were lysed in 500 µL of sucrose lysis buffer (0.32 M sucrose with protease inhibitors, 0.125 M Tris pH 8.0, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 0.6 mM MgCl$_2$), and protein concentrations were determined by BCA assay (Pierce). About 10 µL of lysate was incubated with 10 µL of buffer containing 0.125 M Tris, base pH 6.8, 4% (v/v) SDS, and 20% (v/v) glycerol. The resulting samples were loaded (250 ng per well) in the dot-blot apparatus, (Bio-rad) containing a nitrocellulose membrane, under vacuum pressure. The membrane was probed with anti-HNE antibody (Alpha Diagnostic International, San Antonio, TX; 1:2,000 dilution). Blots were then stripped and reprobed with anti-β-actin antibody as a loading control. Blots were densitometrically quantified using ImageJ software (NIH). Statistical analyses were performed in GraphPad Prism, using a two-tailed $t$-test.

Results
Genome-wide RNA microarray studies
In genome-wide microarray RNA studies of postmortem specimens across multiple brain regions from dementia cases (clinical dementia rating, CDR 5) and normal neurological controls (CDR 0), we explored whether the differing neurological and neuropathological features of dementia seen between young-old and oldest-old subjects are associated with differences in glucose energy metabolism in the brain. Consistent with evidence that dementia is associated with impaired energy metabolism in the brain,19,24-26 we identified a number of energy metabolism genes with abnormal expression in the brains of dementia subjects relative to age-matched normal neurological controls (Table 1). Interestingly, within the same CDR, we also observed significant differences in the expression of energy metabolism genes in the brains of young-old versus oldest-old subjects, indicating that there may be different mechanisms underlying the

<p>| Table 1 Identification of differentially regulated genes in young-old and oldest-old subjects, assessed by genome-wide microarray RNA studies |
|----------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metabolic pathway</th>
<th>Gene name</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>YO</th>
<th>OO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OXPHOS</td>
<td>Cytochrome c oxidase subunit Vic</td>
<td>COX6C</td>
<td>-6.20</td>
<td>-4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycolysis</td>
<td>Phosphoglycerate kinase I</td>
<td>PGK1</td>
<td>-3.35</td>
<td>-6.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glucose phosphate isomerase</td>
<td>GPI</td>
<td>-5.55</td>
<td>-3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phosphofructokinase, muscle</td>
<td>PFKM</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-5.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase</td>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>-1.96</td>
<td>-4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose, lipid, oxidation, mitochondria</td>
<td>Peroxisome proliferative activated receptor, gamma, coactivator 1, alpha</td>
<td>PPARGC1A</td>
<td>-4.85</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCA</td>
<td>Citrate synthase</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>-1.96</td>
<td>-4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATP citrate lyase</td>
<td>ACLY</td>
<td>-3.20</td>
<td>-2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyruvate metabolism</td>
<td>Pyruvate dehydrogenase (lipoamide) beta</td>
<td>PDHB</td>
<td>-2.13</td>
<td>-3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase, isozyme 3</td>
<td>PDK3</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>4.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pyruvate dehydrogenase (lipoamide) alpha I</td>
<td>PDHA1</td>
<td>-2.44</td>
<td>-3.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Postmortem specimens from 15 brain regions19 were analyzed by microarray technology. A comparative analysis tool (GXTM Explorer v.3, Gene Logic, Inc., Gaithersburg, MD, USA) was used to calculate potential changes in individual gene expression across the brains of young-old or oldest-old dementia subjects compared to age-matched normal neurological controls, with respect to fold changes, max $t$-scores (pair-wise standardized measures of gene expression change for individual transcript across all analyzed regions), and $t$-test $P$-values for each transcript. The table presents a list of energy metabolism genes with significantly altered expression across the brains of young-old or oldest-old dementia subjects versus normal neurological control subjects ($P$=0.01). Also presented are max $t$-scores reflecting the magnitude of change across the brain. Positive and negative $t$-scores reflect, respectively, up- and down-regulation of genes. Maximum $t$-scores reflect significant gene expression difference ($P$<0.01) between young-old or oldest-old dementia subjects versus age-matched normal neurological controls.19,20

Abbreviations: RNA, ribonucleic acid; OXPHOS, oxidative phosphorylation; YO, young-old subjects; OO, oldest-old subjects; TCA, tricarboxylic acid; ATP, adenosine triphosphate.
observed neuropathological differences in dementia between the two elderly populations.

Validation of DNA microarray studies using qPCR
Using independent qPCR analyses, we validated our microarray evidence for aberrant regulation of brain mitochondrial energy metabolism gene products in the young-old and oldest-old AD dementia subjects. By qPCR analysis of the superior/middle frontal gyrus (BM 9), a region associated with high vulnerability to AD neuropathology, we confirmed that the AD brain has significantly reduced expression of the pyruvate dehydrogenase α-1 subunit (PDHA), the catalytic component of the mitochondrial PDHC responsible for the generation of acetyl-CoA (Figure 2A). A change in PDHA expression was also found in young-old subjects, but this change did not reach statistical significance (Figure 2A).

Consistent with the above evidence, our qPCR studies confirmed that the expressions of certain glucose metabolism gene products, such as the TCA cycle enzyme CS (Figure 2B),

![Figure 2](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Figure 2** Confirmatory studies of differentially expressed genes in young-old and oldest-old subjects by qPCR. **Notes:** Quantitative PCR was performed to validate the microarray results. Bar graphs represent means ± SEM of gene expression levels for (A) PDHA, (B) CS, (C) PFKM, and (D) PGK1 in cognitively normal (controls, CDR 0) and AD dementia (CDR 5) young-old (YO) and oldest-old (OO) subjects. (E) No difference in the expression level of target genes was observed in CDR 0 subjects between the two age groups. Fold changes between groups were calculated using the ∆Ct method. Statistical analyses by 2-tailed Student’s t-test were conducted using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Prism Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA); *P*-value <0.05, age-matched CDR 5 versus CDR 0 group. **Abbreviations:** qPCR, quantitative PCR; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; SEM, standard error of mean; PDHA, pyruvate dehydrogenase α-1; CS, citrate synthase; PFKM, M-type phosphofructose kinase; PGK1, phosphoglycerate kinase-1; CDR, clinical dementia rating; AD, Alzheimer disease; TCA, tricarboxylic acid cycle.
glycolytic enzymes M-type phosphofructose kinase (PFKM) (Figure 2C), and phosphoglycerate kinase-1 (PGK1) (Figure 2D), are significantly and selectively downregulated only in the brains of the oldest-old AD dementia subjects. However, these gene products are not significantly decreased (eg, PGK1), or remain unchanged (eg, PFKM and CS), in the brains of young-old AD dementia subjects relative to the oldest-old AD dementia cases.

We found no detectable changes in PFKM, CS, PGK1, or PDHA1 gene product levels in the brains of normal neurological (CDR 0) oldest-old subjects compared to normal neurological young-old subjects (Figure 2E).

**Selective alteration of TCA cycle gene products in the brains of oldest-old compared to young-old subjects as a function of clinical dementia**

We found that PDHA (Figure 3A) and α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase (KGDH, Figure 3B) were significantly decreased as a function of CDR in both young-old and oldest-old AD dementia subjects (all P-values <0.05). However, aconitase, succinate CoA ligase, MDH, and CS, were significantly decreased as a function of CDR only in the oldest-old subjects (all P-values <0.05, Figure 3C–F), supporting the hypothesis of selectivity of changes in mitochondrial function in the oldest-old AD dementia subjects.

**Enzyme activity assays**

To assess whether the decreased expression of TCA cycle genes could also lead to decreased enzymatic activity of the TCA cycle, we performed assays for CS and MDH. We found that in normal neurological control subjects (CDR 0), there was significantly higher CS activity in oldest-old subjects compared to young-old subjects. On the other hand, in AD dementia patients, CS activity in the brain of oldest-old subjects (CDR 5) was significantly lower than CS activity in young-old subjects (Figure 4A). We found no difference in MDH activity between young-old and oldest-old subjects for either normal neurological control cases or AD dementia cases (Figure 4B).

**Global oxidation profile changes**

To gain insight into the potential changes in oxidative stress and mitochondrial energy metabolism in the progression

---

**Figure 3** Differential regulation of TCA cycle gene products in the oldest-old and young-old subjects as a function of clinical dementia, as reflected by CDR.

**Notes:** Levels of mRNA for TCA cycle genes were analyzed from young-old and oldest-old postmortem brain samples (n=8/age/CDR) by qPCR. TCA cycle genes examined: (A) PDHA; (B) KGDH; (C) aconitase; (D) succinate CoA ligase (SUCLA2); (E) MDH; and (F) CS. Fold changes between groups were calculated using the ∆Ct method. Statistical analyses were conducted in GraphPad Prism software, using linear regression. The straight line represents the best linear regression fit. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001.

**Abbreviations:** PDHA, Pyruvate dehydrogenase α-1; OO, oldest-old; YO, youngest-old; CDR, clinical dementia rating; KGDH, α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase; CoA, coenzyme A; MDH, malate dehydrogenase; TCA, tricarboxylic acid; qPCR, quantitative PCR; RNA, ribonucleic acid; CS, citrate synthase.
of AD, we used a dot-blot approach (Figure 5A) to explore global lipid peroxidation and protein oxidation profiles in the same brain region (BM 9) of young-old and oldest-old AD dementia subjects relative to normal neurological control subjects. Surprisingly, we found significantly higher levels of HNE adducts (Figure 5B) and 3-NT-proteins (Figure 5C), which are indexes of lipid peroxidation and cellular protein oxidation, respectively, in the brains of oldest-old subjects at high risk for developing AD dementia (mild cognitive impairment, MCI; CDR 0.5). Lastly, we noticed that accumulation of HNE and 3-NT oxidative proteins eventually reaches a plateau in both the young-old and oldest-old cases as a function of clinical dementia (Figure 5B and C).

Discussion

Reduced energy metabolism in the brain is strongly associated with clinical disabilities.8,9 Even slight reductions in brain metabolism may lead to impaired judgment, memory, orientation, and other higher brain functions within seconds.27 More severe and prolonged impairment of brain glucose oxidation leads to more severe brain damage, including permanent dementia.27

The TCA cycle is the main pathway for glucose oxidative metabolism in the brain. Oxidative decarboxylation of pyruvate, the product of glycolysis, by the PDHC, leads to the generation of acetyl-CoA, which is then oxidatively metabolized by the TCA cycle. The TCA cycle involves eight enzymes: CS, aconitase, isocitrate dehydrogenase (ICDH), the α-KGDHC, succinate CoA ligase, succinate dehydrogenase (SDH), fumarase, and MDH. A few of these enzymes have already been measured in brains of young-old AD patients. For example, AD-related reductions in PDHC and KGDHC activity has been robustly documented by multiple groups.8,28,29 However, since these studies did not detect any deficits in CS

---

**Figure 4** Enzymatic activity of select TCA enzymes in the oldest-old and young-old subjects.

**Notes:** (A) Citrate synthase and (B) malate dehydrogenase enzymatic activity in the brains (BM21 for citrate synthase; BM36 for MDH) of young-old and oldest-old subjects were measured. Results are expressed as percentage of CDR-matched normal neurological control; values represent mean ± SEM of determinations made in two independent studies; n=6 per age group per CDR; *P<0.05 by 2-tailed t-tests.

**Abbreviations:** CDR, clinical dementia ratio; YO, young-old; OO, Oldest-old; MDH, malate dehydrogenase; TCA, tricarboxylic acid cycle; SEM, standard error of mean.

---

**Figure 5** Nitrotyrosylated (3-NT)-proteins and protein-bound HNE levels are differentially elevated in the brains of oldest-old MCI cases relative to young-old MCI cases.

**Notes:** Protein oxidation levels were measured in postmortem (BM 9) brain samples. (A) Representative image of HNE immunoreactivity. (B) Comparison of lipid oxidation levels as a function of clinical dementia in the two age groups. (C) Comparison of protein oxidation levels as a function of clinical dementia in the two age groups. Results are expressed as percentage of age-matched CDR 0 subjects; values represent means ± SEM of determinations made in two independent studies; n=6 per age group per CDR; *P<0.05, versus control group.

**Abbreviations:** HNE, 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal; 3-NT, 3-nitrotyrosine; CDR, clinical dementia rating; MCI, mild cognitive impairment (CDR 0.5); SEM, standard error of mean.
or many of the other TCA cycle constituent enzymes (e.g., MDH or fumarase), reduced PDHC and KGDHC activities do not necessarily reflect a general mitochondrial failure in the AD brain.30 Previous studies have not explored the potential impact of aging on changes in the regulation of the TCA cycle in the AD brain.30 This could be an important issue, since aging is associated with a precipitous decline in energy metabolism.31

Our study suggests that, in comparison to young-old subjects, dementia in the oldest-old subjects is correlated with more severe reductions in TCA cycle gene expression and enzymatic activity, especially CS and MDH, in the brain. The selective downregulation of PFKM and CS expression in the brains of oldest-old, but not young-old, AD subjects has important implications. PFKM is the major form of PFK in the brain.32,33 PFK is considered the most important regulatory enzyme for controlling the glycolytic pathway, since it catalyzes an irreversible step that commits glucose carbons to proceed down the glycolytic pathway. Similarly, CS is the rate-limiting enzyme of the TCA cycle and catalyzes the condensation of acetyl-CoA to oxaloacetate.34 MDH is involved in gluconeogenesis, which involves the conversion of smaller molecules into glucose. Moreover, working in concert with the malate-aspartate shuttle that translocates electrons from the cytosol across the mitochondrial inner membrane, MDH is critical in the conversion of electrons into ATP.34 Thus, while suboptimal energy metabolism in the brain may be a general risk factor for dementia, increasingly severe energy metabolism deficits in the brains of the oldest-old subjects may be an important mechanism leading to dementia, despite low levels of β-amyloid and tau neuropathology in these subjects compared to young-old subjects (Figure 6).

Consistent with the evidence that reduced energy metabolism in the brain may contribute to dementia,35,36 treatment directed toward overcoming such deficits appears to benefit AD patients. For example, glucose and insulin administration improves memory in AD patients, at least transiently,37 and is associated with reduced AD neuropathology.38

Our observations suggest that increasingly severe mitochondrial energy metabolism deficiency in the brains of oldest-old subjects could be an important mechanism leading to dementia, despite negligible AD neuropathology in these subjects compared to young-old subjects (Figure 1B).30 This selective deficit in key mitochondrial energy metabolic processes in the brains of oldest-old AD subjects appears to be a novel neurobiological substrate of dementia, independent of normal aging processes, since we did not observe any differences in PFKM, CS, PGK1, or PDHA1 mRNA levels in the brains of normal neurological (CDR 0) oldest-old subjects compared to normal neurological young-old subjects (Figure 2E).

Oxidative stress is another consistent feature of AD.10,11 Evidence suggests that oxidative modification proteins, such as nitrosylation and lipid oxidation proteins, generally lead to inhibition of biological functions and/or enzymatic activities resulting from changes in protein conformation, protein cross-linking, and/or protein degradation.12–14,16–18 Surprisingly, we found that levels of HNE and 3-NT oxidative proteins were already significantly elevated in brains of subjects at high risk of developing AD, only in the oldest-old subjects. The reason why oxidative conditions leading to abnormal levels of oxidative proteins exist only in the oldest-old subjects even

Figure 6 Scheme of the working hypothesis.
Notes: (A) Among oldest-old subjects, a significantly more severe decline in brain glucose energy metabolism, particularly among TCA cycle components, provokes clinical dementia, despite the fact that there is much less AD neuropathology in the brains of oldest-old subjects compared to young-old subjects. (B) Impaired glucose energy metabolism in the brains of young-old subjects, including deficits in the TCA cycle, contributes to the onset and progression of AD.

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer disease; TCA, tricarboxylic acid cycle.
before dementia onset is unknown. This scenario potentially suggests that mitochondrial impairment in oldest-old subjects may be an early consequence of selective impairment of antioxidant conditions, even in conditions of negligible AD neuropathology. Our studies tentatively suggest that among oldest-old subjects, MCI is a period of particular vulnerability to oxidative stress cascades, and that antioxidant treatment for MCI may be the most effective way to attenuate progression to AD dementia in these subjects.
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